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Mountain Rescue by L.M. Somerton
Every man needs a hero to catch him when
he falls, but does that still apply when hes
falling in love? When Cal Somers loses his
entire family to a drunk driver, he uproots
his life and moves into the house he has
inherited in the Lake District. When he
fallsliterallyinto the arms of Ford Collister,
the gorgeous but moody owner of a
mountain equipment shop, Cal is confused
and uncertain about his attraction. Will shy,
submissive Cal find the courage to respond
to Fords dominant advances?
As an
emergency paramedic and member of the
local mountain rescue team, Ford is used to
taking command and dealing with every
situation the hills can throw at him. Cal,
however, is a whole new challenge,
igniting feelings that Ford feared he would
never experience again. Tragedy in his past
makes him cautious and he moves slowly,
the pain of history giving an edge to his
growing feelings.
When Cals life is
threatened, the fear of losing him brings all
Fords possessive tendencies to the surface
and, though Cal resists, he secretly loves
Fords assertive behaviour. Only one thing
is certainwhen they finally take that leap of
faith and overcome the tragedy of the past,
sparks will fly! L.M. Somerton About the
Author: Lucinda lives in a small village in
the English countryside, surrounded by
rolling hills, cows and sheep. She started
writing to fill time between jobs and is now
firmly and unashamedly addicted. She
loves the English weather, especially the
rain, and adores a thunderstorm. She loves
good food, warm company and a crackling
fire. Shes fascinated by the psychology of
relationships, especially between men, and
her stories contain some subtle (and not so
subtle) leanings towards BDSM.

Twenty mountain rescue team volunteers were assembled but as Cuminskey was winched aboard the helicopter he tried
to take a mobileMountain Rescue Ireland is the representative body for mountain rescue services on the island of
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Ireland. It has eleven member organisations - ten regionalThe Scarborough and Ryedale Mountain Rescue Team
provides Search and Rescue services in and around the Scarborough and Ryedale areas of NorthIn the United States,
mountain rescue is handled by professional teams within some national parks and by volunteer teams elsewhere.
Volunteer teams areSearch and rescue (SAR) is the search for and provision of aid to people who are in distress or
imminent danger. The general field of search and rescueScottish Mountain Rescue, Aviemore. 12200 likes 418 talking
about this 2 were here. Funded by public donation Scottish MR is the organisation thatThe Mountain Rescue Service
(Horska zachranna sluzba, HZS) of Slovakia provides nationwide Mountain Rescue operations and Search and
RescueThe San Diego Mountain Rescue Team (SDMRT) is an all-volunteer organization located in San Diego County,
California operating under the jurisdiction of theSeattle Mountain Rescue (SMR) is a volunteer mountain rescue group
operating out of King County, Washington. Within the county, SMR is part of the KingThe Mountain Rescue Service of
the Czech republic provides nationwide mountain rescue operations and search and rescue operations in difficult terrains
inMayo Mountain Rescue, Westport, Ireland. 6.9K likes. A voluntary organization, responding to distress calls on
Mayos highlands and mountain ranges.Mountain rescue refers to search and rescue activities that occur in a
mountainous environment, although the term is sometimes also used to apply to searchMountain rescue in the UK is
delivered free of charge to the casualty. An entirely voluntary service, team members are on call 24 hours a day, 365
days a year,Mountain Rescue Committee of Scotland (MRCofS), also known as Scottish Mountain Rescue is the body
which represents and coordinates mountain rescueMountain Rescue England and Wales. 25K likes. Mountain and cave
rescue in the UK is delivered free of charge to the casualty. An entirely voluntaryLlanberis Mountain Rescue Team,
Llanberis. 20K likes. Each year the team responds to a large number of emergency calls for mountain users of the
SnowdonRocky Mountain Rescue Group, Inc. (RMRG) is an all-volunteer organization trained and equipped for search
and rescue on mountainous terrain and in allIncorporated in 1948, Seattle Mountain Rescue is a volunteer organization
of to saving lives through search, rescue, and mountain safety education. - 5 minHead out with an elite mountain rescue
team in 360 as they attempt to pluck a stranded climber
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